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Achieve Systems
Leads Group
System 2020

Open your Achieve
Leads Group
Today!
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Grow your revenue
by $20,000-100k a
year from meeting
with a group 1x a
wk!
Grow Power
Partnership
relationships &
get leads!
Don’t go at it alone!
Work your business
within a team
setting! All about
Results!

“Building a group with like minded professionals that
you meet with 1 day a week for 2-hours and share
leads within a plan is one of the best moves I ever
made in business!”
Robert Raymond, CEO

Why open your own leads group?
Because it is much easier to work on a team then alone as an independent
business owner. Don’t go at it alone anymore and grow a team of health
professionals that can refer each other, generate leads for each other and
grow business. This is one of the best ways to grow your leads and
business.

This is for Achieve Members Only!
This is a trademarked program created by CEO Robert Raymond and is for
Achieve members only. If you transmit this or any other achieve systems
programs or products without authorization to another party, it is punishable
by a minimum of $15,000 per occurrence. We protect our materials as we
create them for YOU! The achieve systems member!

Why is this so successful?
This is only successful if you are dedicated to forming a team of successful
professionals who can lean on each other to acquire the results each of you
deserve. This manual shows you how to create your team, how to manage
it and operate leading to high level success.

“I have worked on one of Robert
Raymond’s lead teams for the last
16-months and I brought in 24 new
high-level customers to MPB in the
1st Quarter 2019!”
Suzanne Eccher, MPB
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Achieve Systems
Leads Team System

Teamwork makes the dream work!

Exclusively available to the achieve systems member!

“I have been running successful teams for
decades, creating millions of dollars of business
and greatly increasing the success of everyone
on the team!”
Let me provide you this incredible system!
Do not share with anyone as this system is
available for the Achieve Systems member only!
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“A sales team should be assembled with people
with like business objectives but, work in
different entities of the industry!”
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“A sales Team should be organized by one
leader who provides systems to help make
everyone successful! We have provided those
systems in this manual to help you maximize
your success!”

BTWEveryone must show up weekly and be loyal to the
system or it will not work!
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“Everyone in the group must reach weekly
performance obligations for the group to be
successful! We have laid out in this manual
what those obligations are!”

Ps.
The average member should double their income
if they are loyal to the group & work!
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“The group objective is to work together to
generate leads that lead to business and
strategic partnership relationships for everyone!”
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Robert Raymond, CEO

What is the #1 objective of this group?
The #1 objective is to have each member of the
group create 3 + meetings per week with people
they can do business with.
They will spend 2-3 hours a week in group
developing leads and then if they do not
schedule 3-5 meetings during the 3-hours they
must do it outside of group and report back next
week in group!
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Where do I find leads to gain meetings?
The group leader will help you find leads and
achieve provides you a manual on how to make
it happen.
You will go to work each week and set goal to
develop 3-5 meetings (either on phone or inperson) to develop relationships leading to
revenue and business growth!
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What are the requirements to join the group?
Work Required to be in a group
People in the group must be dedicated to their
success and taking the time necessary each
week to schedule 3 + relationship development
meetings for your business (then do them).
You must work well in a team setting but take responsibility for your success!

Be Dedicated

Remember systems get people wealthy not
random ideas or a work on demand business!
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Will I get leads from others in the group?
Yes, this is one of the big goals of this group!
As everyone is working to generating leads, if
one gets someone who matches well with
someone else, they will refer them over!
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Teamwork makes the dream work!

Am I building other’s businesses?
You are working 100% on generating
relationships and leads for your business but,
you have a team doing the same and when a
referral exists for someone else you send it over
to help other members!

You also lean on each other for
accountability which is a key to success in
business!
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Let’s get started and set up your group

Remember this is for Achieve Systems members only! Do not share please!

Group Leadership- Are you going to lead a group?
What are the responsibilities of the group leaders?
In each group we have 1 designated leader. This leader is responsible for the following;
•

Setting the group up to meet weekly at a specific time everyone can dedicate to. Must be dedicated
to leading and making sure everyone is there. If a group member can’t attend on a regular basis
you need to get a new member to replace them.

•

FORM YOUR TEAM: Set-up the win relationship between group members. You want to pick
members that can network together and share leads.

For example: (this is an example of a team)
-

You (a health coach educator)
A personal trainer
A Chiropractor
A Massage Therapist

Each of the above have the ability to network together so if a massage therapist reaches someone to
partner with who could partner with a Chiropractor also you can share leads. This accomplishes great
things as the person you are looking to partner with is more impressed with you as you are referring others.
This is growing community and leads as a team.
Look at the list of people you create on the next page and figure out who can be your perfect team and then
start assembling it. You will simply invite people you believe can be in your group and show them the
benefits you are learning right here. Most anyone interested in becoming successful in business will love
to be a part of this group, so it is a true honor you are providing them.
Understand that getting the perfect team takes time but each person you have in the group is a steppingstone towards the perfect group. As the leader you need to have a never quit mentality. If someone backs
out, doesn’t show up or is not successful you move on to someone new. This is what being a leader is all
about.
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Identify your perfect team?
Who are some people you feel would be a great part of your team? You want to get people who are on a
mission to grow a business and are looking for partners and clients that can be in alignment with what you
do, it is great if they can already be acquiring success because people who are not take longer
1- You
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

*4 people are generally good for a 2 hour a week team. More makes it harder to manage and less
productive for each in the group.
•

Putting the group needs (from next section) into place to make the group successful

•

Manage group members- Members must perform or be replaced

•

Holding everyone in the group accountable for success and weekly workloads. A group becomes
successful based upon what they do when group is not in session in most cases.

•

Start each group off with previous lead review and plans

•

Progress group to have everyone work together to acquire leads and share as available

•

The leader will help follow-up on leads that are hot. The leader helps develop strategies to close
leads. They don’t do all the work for the team member!

The leader also provides new weekly ideas to generate leads and participates.
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Responsibility to your team and self
If you are the leader or a member in a leads group, you want to take responsibility for the following;

1. Develop methods to generate leads
2. Develop systems to attract leads
3. Develop systems to close leads
Each member of the group is responsible for successfully doing the big 3 above! This is not
a let’s try group! It is all about putting the effort forth to generate leads weekly leading to
business and group success!
They must take full responsibility for their success to be in the group.
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Ok, here is your group! It is now go time to start creating leads and business.
What do we do?

What do I do at group for
3 hours each week?
What will I do at each group?

1. OPENING OF LEADS GROUP: Group Opens with each member presenting the 3 leads they
created in the last week. Each member is responsible for bringing a minimum of 3 leads. The leads
will be presented on the form provided. As they present the leads each of the 4 people in group
discuss the best way to close this lead, joint venture and do business.
Each member must bring 3 leads weekly to be a part of the group. A lead is defined as someone you have
engaged with to do business with. This is the requirement to be in the group.
Where do I find leads? We have provided a manual on how to generate leads and you will work within the
team setting weekly to discover new ways.
Remember if you don’t come to group with 3 leads you are hurting your team and your business. You must
be dedicating to making this happen each week.
Benefit- by discussing leads with each person on the team (in a group setting) you strongly increase your
closing rate because the team can help and make recommendations.
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Success- Discuss success and make sure everyone in the group feeds off of it. Be the positive impactful
leader that has expectations!
2. DISCUSS STRATEGIES TO CLOSE LAST WEEKS LEADS: After each person presents the lead
the team will discuss strategies to close each lead. This provides you a team system to help close
deals. The leader will help facilitate ideas to close deals giving you a higher percentage of closing.
3. IMMEDIATE ACTION is now taken: You will now contact/ email the lead with what the team
discussed (immediate action!). The best thing to do is make them offers to do business, offer a
meeting, throw ideas at them, invite to events, set up calls or meetings for them with other leads
group members.
4. START CONTACTING: After you have gone through the leads generated the previous week and
developed a strategy to close each you will now go to work on generating 3 more leads (minimum)
for next week. Open your computer and go to work!
Homework Time
If you do not locate 3 leads while in group for next week you must work throughout the week to generate
those leads. You cannot come to group without 3 lead forms filled out. This is the part where you are
developing loyalty to your marketing and lead generating efforts.

More leads- I am a star- why is 3 wimpy!
Of course, the goal is to generate as many leads as you can. 3 is the minimum. If you generate 5 or 10
you just make your group and your business stronger. Work within your parameters with 3 as the minimum
per week.

I didn’t generate 3 leads this week because….
We all know these people. Don’t be one of them or you damage your entire group not to mention you have
a very little chance to be successful in business if this is you…

“The above excuses are for a non-productive person who can’t separate their
personal issues from building their business and they will likely not be
successful! Make sure when attending group, the above is not you!
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Definition of a Lead Generated each week
ENGAGEMENT AND ATTRACTION

YOU ARE GENERATING LEADS FOR EITHER POWER PARTNERSHIPS
OR CLIENTS/ CUSTOMERS!
A lead generated is someone you engage with in the week that is NEW to your lead system!
They are someone who becomes interested in what you offer! Picture getting great at this (Like the
experts) and generating 3 a week minimum for almost 200 a year. This is a great way to grow business
and relationships!
A lead is someone you have made warm and they are interested. It is not a Cold lead that is not engaged.
It is not someone you hope will do business with! It is engaged and interested.
Do not send cold leads to the leader of the group. The lead must be engaged with you and interested in
talking to others and getting more information.

Who do I try to find when generating leads?
The leader of the group will help each member in the group develop their top 5 contacts. Read the
example below and insert your top 5 here.
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Top 5 places for me to generate leads?
Each leads group member should determine where they are going to look for leads then read our manual
on how to contact them.
Insert here and review with the group weekly!
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

You want to create this for each person on the leads team! This will develop an execution plan and the
group knows where each person in the group is going after leads!

TIPS to Generate Leads
➢ Attend all Achieve Systems conferences and generate a minimum of 30 leads at each to contact
after the conference at group and grow a plan. If you attend the strategic relationship day you will
get 25 leads minimum alone.
➢ Develop your TOP 5 list above and spend an hour a day making contacts via email, phone or in
person- however you feel most comfortable and then discuss the ones that are interested in group.
An average of 5 out of 25 will respond so be prepared. That’s great stats to provide you success!
➢ Use our Facebook or Linkden Group System and generate leads.
➢ Use instant messenger to make direct contacts.
➢ Use google to find leads and make contacts. Use an email template system to send emails to get
leads.
➢ Work networking systems in person to get leads.
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Other Great Helpful Facts
Power Partner Leads vs. Client leads
We love creating power partners who refer us. If your business is set up to be attractive growing referral
relationships is a huge key.

Offering numerous revenue streams can help grow leads!
A great way to attract power partnerships and clients is by offering and showing numerous services or
products you offer. The more you offer the more attractive you become as long as all is in sync with your
purpose in your business.

Example: If you are an in-home personal trainer an exercise equipment store can be a great lead source
for you. Try to get relationships with all in your area and pursue them. They can then refer you providing
you, business and leads.

Providing an on-going newsletter, blog or system to stay in front of them.
Of course, you want to accumulate contacts and then send them on-going information to work with you, so
you create your presence and brand.
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Let’s great startedRemember there is no exact science to becoming successful. This is a manual provided by someone who
has created 7 figure revenue doing this system. You can adjust it to your needs and goals, but it is highly
recommended to follow it as this has almost 2 decades of experience to it.
If you hare ever not getting the success you wish contact your coaching leader for recommendations.

Cheers to high level Success,

Robert Raymond, Achieve Systems CEO
Industry #1 ranked business coach
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Group Rules
Each member in the group should dedicate to the following before entering into the group. We want to
establish parameters that help people become successful.
•

Must show up to group for 2-3 hours each week at the pre-determined time provided by the leader.
The leader will set up either a 2 or 3-hour group. We recommend start with a 2-hour group!

•

Must come with 3 lead forms filled out and participate in presenting each lead and developing
strategies to close them in for revenue.

•

Must work at the best interest of each of your team members and always have each other’s backs.

•

Group content is confidential, and everyone agrees to not share leads within anyone else outside of
group.

•

The 3 leads are mandatory and must be generated weekly even if done outside of group. Each
group member agrees to work a minimum of an hour a day on growing their business.

•

Each member agrees to come to group with a positive attitude to positively impact others and their
success.

•

Each member of the group agrees to not disrupt the group with other business. We are in group to
generate and close leads.

•

If someone is not happy with production of someone else in the group, they will personally contact
the group leader with details. No friction amongst group members please. We are a team.
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Why these rules?
Members of the group need to understand these are put in place for everyone to become successful and
group is for generating leads and no other purpose. DO NOT BRING OTHER WORK TO GROUP or
distract members or the leader.

Feel free to print this page and have your group members sign it!

Example of the perfect group…
The perfect group is made up of like-minded people who know how to develop relationships and assist
others in success.
Size of Group:
4 in a group is the perfect size for most groups
2 is the minimum but it is ok to follow this lead system yourself until you grow your group members.
Other example of a Professional Group:
massage therapist working to gain leads to license or franchise out a facility system they created.
Massage therapist who wrote an education program they are marketing to teach massage therapists how
to get clients.
Massage therapist who teaches a class on Lymph Drainage to other massage therapists.
Massage therapist who owns a school and looking to increase attendance.

You can see how the list of professionals above all, have something in common, which is they are industry
leaders in some way and can generate leads for each other that benefits everyone. So, if the franchise
person gains a lead for an education program, they can pass it on and vice versa (making everyone
successful!).
Here is my perfect team- Loyal to their business. Loyal to each other. Loyal to the system
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Start creating your perfect team now!

Example of a Service Oriented Group
Personal Trainer looking to get clients in a specific region.
Chiropractor looking for patients.
Massage Therapist who does corporate accounts.
Nutrition Professional looking for clients
You can see the above group is a service-oriented group, meaning each person in the group offers a
service that can support the other persons business. This means the personal trainer can get leads from
the chiropractor, the nutrition professional from the personal trainer etc. the group then gets together and
works on personal leads but, when a lead exists for someone else in the group it is shared and passed on.
Remember each person is working leads for self and the group provides accountability, teamwork and a
system to create leads. As your lead data base grows so does your opportunity. Being consistent, loyal
and working the group is necessary.

Forming the perfect group
You want to work hard to form the perfect group. Don’t wait to get started! If you have 2 people get started
and look for the 3rd and 4th.
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Action is necessary to accomplish results!

Booting non-productive group members
From the start it is important that everyone knows this is a group effort and if one person is not loyal to the
system success is very limited. You must follow the rules (above), be on time, work with speed and energy
and be a great influence on other group members.

The leader is responsible for booting members who are not productive. Leadership wants to give chances
and be loyal to your team but follow the rules at all time. A non-productive member can create failure for
everyone.

Success Strategies Q & A
Where do I hold group?
I hold my groups in coffee shops. I get their early and get a table for us and go to work the second
everyone is present.
Others do it in their homes or office.
Hold group in a location that is convenient for everyone to get to and become successful.

How many contacts should I expect to do so I meet the 3 a week?
How many leads do I have to develop to gain 3 leads a week engaged with me? A rule of thumb is 25
contacts should equal 3 leads interested. Remember a qualified lead is interested in what you offer or
could be beneficial to the group who you have contacted (not a cold lead as it must be someone you have
contacted). Don’t show up to group with gold leads!
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Lukewarm is the goal! Hot is even better!
How do I organize leads?
We have a form (attached) that you can use. Print several them and have in a binder with them in it, so
you can present them at group. This is my method.
Or
You can organize the leads online on a spreadsheet.
Whatever works for you but, never accept less than 3 leads a week! Your team and business success
depend on it.

How much money can I expect from my 3 hours a week leads group?
A professional can expect an increase as followed;
•
•
•

Double income in the first year is a great goal to start with
Double income again in the second year
Triple income in the 3rd year

These totals are based upon you getting in front of 12 hot leads a month minimum and having others in the
group generate leads that benefit your business.

Consistency
If anyone in group, is not consistent in their business and growing leads they are not right for this system or
business ownership in most cases. A great failure mode example would be someone not coming with 3
leads minimum per week that are engaged, not having this system on mind every day and not caring about
the team’s success.
You must be dedicated to your business success. If time is a factor get a job at Sears as owning your own
business won’t work ever.
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The Group Leads Form to track!
Make 100% sure you are loyal to the process! We have provided you a GROUP FORM that you will have
in a binder and bring to group every week. You will bring 3 filled out every week with 3 new leads you are
engaged with! Remember this means you are ENGAGED with them and not just contacting them. It is
your job to make this engagement happen and this is what separates the average business owners from
the great ones!

IMORTANT END NOTES TO LIVE BY WHEN ON A BIZ BUILDING TEAM!
➢ BE LOYAL TO THE SYSTEM- Systems create millionaire producers!
➢ DO NOT MISS ANY GROUPS NO MATTER WHAT IS GOING ON IN YOUR LIFE
(If you miss you just explained why you will never be great in business)
➢ COME WITH 3 LEADS ON THE WRITTEN FORM EACH WEEK TO DISCUSS WITH THE TEAM

➢ SPEND 1-2 HOURS EVERYDAY OUTSIDE OF GROUP GENERATING LEADS. IF
YOU DON’T DO THIS YOU WILL NOT BE SUCCESSFUL.
You must be committed to your marketing and lead generation efforts!
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➢ TREAT YOUR TEAM MEMBERS LIKE THEY ARE ROYALTY BECAUSE THEY ARE! YOU NOW
HAVE THE ABILITY TO REFER EACH OTHER AND GROW LEADS FOR EACH OTHER. FAMILY
IS WHAT IT IS ALL ABOUT.

BTWIF YOU DON’T BRING YOUR 3 LEADS EACH WEEK YOU ARE SCREWING OVER THE
OTHER TEAM MEMBERS WHO ARE DOING IT! DON’T BE A BAD TEAM MEMBERS!
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Teamwork makes the dream work!

